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BEST BET R5 19:52

Line Of Quality
T: Darryl Thomas

The Hounds Says: Broker the track record here at
Nowra lasts start over this trip. Strong as a bull and
should get a nice run early. The one to beat.

BEST VALUE R4 19:33

Bandit Ned
T: Mark Gatt

The Hounds Says: Extremely talented chaser who
will be hard to hold out here with a clean run. May
be outpaced early but does look the one to beat.
Good chance.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 1 
Race 6 - 1, 2, 5, 8 
Race 7 - 1, 5 
Race 8 - 4, 3 

$20 for 125%

R1 LADBROKES BET TICKER MAIDEN Maiden 520m 18:22

ME SAME YOU (4) coming off a good run over this
trip finishing 2nd in time of 30.10. That time
should be too good for them here. The one to
beat. SHE'S A MOVER (5) stepping up in distance
on first couple runs here at Nowra should suit
better. Looks the obvious danger. STILTON
STRYKER (7) did not run the trip out strong last
start. Place best.
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R2 LADBROKES MONTHLY MAIDEN FINAL Maiden
Series F Maiden 365m 18:47

CALLS FOR CALM (2) has the speed to get a nice
run here from the inside draw. Good chance
coming off a 20.93 run last start. AMEENA'S
MERAKI (8) can show the speed to cross and lead.
Chance if jumps well and gets a clean run early.
AMEENA'S ATHENA (7) tough draw but can run a
nice race if able to cross early. NORDIC GYPSY (1)
can show up.
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R3 JOCK AND LILLIAN DALTON APPRECIATION 5th Grade 365m 19:12

PRINCE OF LYGON (6) will be hard to beat in this
field if runs close to his PB of 20.48. Good chance
with a clean run. FREEDOM POWER (1) locally
trained dog in good hands. Can show good speed
once gets going, chance if jumps well. HILLY'S
POWER (5) will need to lift on last two starts to be
a chance. Has won 3 from 8 over this trip. Keep
safe.
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R4 PREMIUM TYRE SERVICE NOWRA NG1-4 520m 19:33

BANDIT NED (4) very talented chaser who will be
hard to beat with a clean run. Top chance.
WINLOCK ON TOP (2) ran down kennelmate
Cruiser Model last start over this trip. Tougher
here against the top pick but should not be
discounted. Each way. CRUSIER MODEL (1) can
show the early speed to lead this race. Can pinch
it with a touch of luck in front.
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R5 BECHINI & ASSOCIATES STAYERS Non Graded 630m 19:52

LINE OF QUALITY (1) proved too strong for them
last start over this trip breaking the track record
in the process. Hard to go past off that
performance. MY MAGARITA (7) and TROUBLE AT
MILL (4) filled out the places behind the top pick
last start with not much between them. The both
should be filling the places once again.
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R6 DOUGLAS TRANSPORT NOWRA 5th Grade 520m 20:10

ASHBY REBEL (1) can show improvement on run
over this trip last start. Has clocked a fast 29.68
over this trip which would be hard to beat.
Chance. SHORT TICKET (2) has the ability to win if
outjumps the red and able to find the rails early.
Chance. ASTON MATRICE (5) chance if jumps well
and comes out running. CUMBRIA DREAMING (8)
can win.
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R7 LADBROKE IT! FINAL 5th Grade Series F 5th Grade 365m 20:28

The two Gary Edwards dogs look the better
options. Both have an incredible record over this
trip and have posted some fast times. Gone with
MARVIN'S GIRL (1) on top having drawn better
and has also posted a fast 20.52 over this trip.
TWISTED CUDDLES (5) was the quickest in heats
clocking a time of 20.69. Can win. SLIPPERY
MOUSE (3) each way chance.
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R8 BECHINI & ASSOCIATES 5th Grade 520m 20:51

NORDIC THUNDER (4) can show good speed
when manages to jump well. Has the ability to
run fast times, good chance with a clean run
early WISH MASTER (3) ran a good race over this
trip last start showing pace running time of
30.01. Has the speed to run a good race, chance
SUBTLE ART (7) may need touch of luck early. Can
show up if able to cross early
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R9 OUT AND ABOUT DOG WALKING 4th/5th Grade 365m 21:12

Many can be risky but have ability to show up.
STILTON FRECKLE (2) has the speed and ability to
run fast times. Good chance if manages to jump
well. NORDIC ROMAN (3) can show good speed
once gets going. Can be touch risky but does
have ability to win. FERGIE PEPPER (7) chance if
jumps well and able to cross early from the wide
draw.
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R10 BOMADERRY SHEETMETAL 5th Grade 365m 21:31

APOLLO'S FRE (2) can show good speed to lead
this race. Will be hard to beat with a clean run
early. Good chance. BLACK CAPS (3) can be
moderately away. Can run a nice race with a
clean run. Each way chance. GOLD PACER (7) can
handle the wide draw. Each way chance if jumps
well and comes out running WHITE LINE WOLF
(1) has ability but hard to catch
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